
“… popular and critical adulation are tricks of timing, luck, and fate. Viewing them as anything else, as self-definitional, as primary, 
is corrupting, is thirst. The favor and disdain of others is random.” Ta-Nehisi Coates 

Admiration, acceptance and appreciation are three of the basic interdependence needs that we’ve all experienced. The 
need to be considered, understood and respected are three others. Without ample awareness and proper consideration, 
our attempts to fulfill these emotional needs can lead to our abandonment of closely held principles and important 
goals. And for the creative professional, seeking to fulfill these needs - or to avoid leaving these feeling unfulfilled - can 
produce uninspiring, unimaginative and unoriginal work. Whether you’re a writer, a coder or an administrator, in order 
to unlock your creative potential, you’ll need to learn how to calm the interdependence instincts to self-censor & to seek 
social acceptance. 

Neurologists have discovered that through the practice of deactivating these particular restraints, creative artists reach an 
imaginative higher ground. In his research on neuroanatomy and creativity, Dr. Charles Limb uncovered this fascinating 
discovery. He found that when musical artists were engaged in highly creative activities such as real-time musical 
composition (i.e. improvisation), their brains were powering these creative activities not simply by channeling increased 
energy towards certain areas of the brain or by tapping into special neural pathways that “turn on” new areas of their 
brain, but by turning certain areas of their brain off. 

Specifically, Dr. Limb found that during moments of peak creativity, jazz musicians increased the strength of their 
creative output by deactivating mental restraints that rob them of original insights. In a similar neuroanatomy 
study, researchers found the same deactivation of mental restraints that aided the creativity of jazz artists also powered 
the creativity of more contemporary art forms, like freestyle rap. And in his rationale for the continued use of a grueling, 
late-night writing schedule for every episode of Saturday Night Live, show runner Lorne Michaels cites that when 
comedians are mentally exhausted, they’re more likely to write more daring sketches without second-guessing their 
creative instincts. 

The creative benefits of deactivating the mental restraints are not limited to musicians and comedians. If you’ve ever 
participated in a group brainstorm or problem-solving session, especially one that includes a diverse collection of 
colleagues and collaborators with a variety of experiences, you’re familiar with associated social pressures that make 
playing it safe and carefully calibrating your contributions essential corporate survival techniques.  

“Don’t say anything that might sound stupid.” 
“Don’t say anything that might sound crazy.” 
“Don’t say anything that might sound stupid and crazy.”  

The mental energy that you should be applying to paying attention and connecting the library of thoughts you have 
stored in your brain is instead applied to exercises trained towards fulfilling your basic interdependence needs.  

Creating while untethered to the needs to be understood, admired or accepted is freeing, but it can also be frightening. 
You’ll need a strong sense of purpose to guide you towards your creative goals and firm discipline to remain centered 
while your interdependent emotional needs attempt to pull you astray. But as long as you’re able to stay the course, the 
quality of your creative output will benefit as a result. 
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